People

Student Interactions Report Overview

Instructors who access the People page in their course have a corresponding button to the Student Interactions Report.

The Student Interactions Report shows an overview of the last interaction with each student in their course, in addition to the student’s current score, final score, and any ungraded assignments. Instructors can also access individual course access reports by clicking the name of a student.
The report can also be accessed by locating the name of an instructor, selecting the Settings icon, and selecting User Details. The Student Interactions Report link appears in the sidebar of the user details page.

Grades

Total Column Decimals

In the Gradebook, if the Total Grade column is shown as a percentage, the percentage is rounded to two decimal places. The student Grades page also now shows the percentage rounded to two decimal places.

This change also retains two decimals in student view when an instructor uses percentage-weighted assignment groups in the Gradebook.
Outcomes

Decaying Average Calculation

In the Decaying Average calculation method, at least two scores are required before the method returns a score. This clarification has been added to the outcome method description when creating outcomes at both the account and course levels. Additionally, the clarification also appears in the description for a Decaying Average outcome alignment in the Learning Mastery Gradebook and the Student Learning Mastery Gradebook.